
 

 

 

Patents 

Virtual Patent Marking: These pages are intended to serve as notice under 35 U.S.C. § 287(a). The following products 

are protected by the listed patents in the U.S.  This list may not include all patent pending or recently issued patents in 

the United States or elsewhere. This list might not be all inclusive and other products not listed here may be associated 

with one or more properties in the United States or elsewhere. 

Model Patent Title 

B5 Mixer 

7,188,991 Auxiliary control station for a rear dispensing concrete mixing vehicle 

6,135,469 Tag axle mounting system 

  

F5 Mixer 

7,188,991 Auxiliary control station for a rear dispensing concrete mixing vehicle 

6,135,469 Tag axle mounting system 

  

E550 Elevator 

8,545,128 Configurable desegregation apparatus 

7,785,034 

Desegregation system 

  

E650 Elevator 

8,545,128 Configurable desegregation apparatus 

7,785,034 Desegregation system 

  

E1250 Transfer 
Vehicle 

8,545,128 Configurable desegregation apparatus 

7,785,034 Desegregation system 

7,992,704 Conveyor clean-out for material transport vehicles 

 
Other patents pending 

E1250A Transfer  
Vehicle 

8,545,128 Configurable desegregation apparatus 

7,785,034 Desegregation system 

7,992,704 Conveyor clean-out for material transport vehicles 

9,656,811 Drag slat chain tensioning device and stop 

 
Other patents pending 

E1250B Transfer  
Vehicle 

8,545,128 Configurable desegregation apparatus 

7,785,034 Desegregation system 

7,992,704 Conveyor clean-out for material transport vehicles 

9,656,811 Drag slat chain tensioning device and stop 

 
Other patents pending 

E2850 Transfer 
Vehicle 

7,992,704 Conveyor clean-out for material transport vehicles 

9,656,811 Drag slat chain tensioning device and stop 

 
Other patents pending 
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E2850A Transfer 
Vehicle 

7,992,704 Conveyor clean-out for material transport vehicles 

9,656,811 Drag slat chain tensioning device and stop 

 
Other patents pending 

P265 Paver 
9,290,892 Assembly for end gate 

 
Other patents pending 

 

Notice to Viewer: The patent process is dynamic and the content of this list and association between products and properties may change due to 

events including, but not limited to: filing, publication, issuance, licensing, product changes, expiration, abandonment, and other circumstances. 

Absence of any property from this list does not prevent enforcing any and all legal rights associated with the property. The content of this list is 

updated from time to time but may not be up-to-date at the specific time you visit this link or this list may be unavailable without notice as part of 

maintenance or an unintended outage. Efforts will be made to maintain this active link. There is no fee for accessing this publicly available 

information. 
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